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ABSTRACT
Unequal treatment based on race is well documented in higher education and healthcare settings. In the present work, we examine racial bias at the intersection of these domains: racial bias in pain-related perceptions among National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division 1 sport medical staff. Using experimental vignettes about a student-athlete who injured his/her anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), we find, like prior work, that respondents perceived Black (vs. White) targets as having higher initial pain tolerance. Moreover, this bias was mediated by perceptions of social class. We extend prior work by showing racial bias was not evident on other outcome measures, including perception of recovery process pain, likelihood of over-reporting pain, and over-use of drugs to combat pain. This suggests stricter boundary conditions on bias in pain perceptions than had been previously recognized.
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Imagine a star athlete, Jordan. Jordan plays NCAA Division 1 basketball and is headed for a professional career in the NBA. Now imagine that, in the middle of a game, Jordan falls and screams in pain. He has torn his anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). The injury ends his season and could put his career in jeopardy. His recovery depends in large part on the care he receives from his team’s medical staff. And that care may depend on his race.

Prior work documents glaring racial disparities in healthcare in general and pain management in particular. Relative to White patients, Black patients are less likely to receive pain medications and, when they do receive pain medications, they receive less of them (Anderson, Green, & Payne, 2009; Bonham, 2001; Hampton, Cavalier, & Langford, 2015). For instance, one retrospective study found that Black patients were significantly less likely than White patients to receive analgesics for extremity fractures in the emergency room (57% vs. 74%), despite having similar self-reports of pain (Todd, Deaton, D’Adamo, & Goe, 2000). In another study, Black children diagnosed with appendicitis were significantly less likely than White children diagnosed with appendicitis to receive any pain medication for moderate pain and were less likely to receive opioids, the appropriate treatment for severe pain (Goyal, Kupperman, Cleary, Teach, & Chamberlain, 2015).

These disparities may be attributable, at least in part, to racial bias. Research suggests that medical staff see Black (vs. White) patients as being more likely to abuse pain medications (Van Ryn & Burke, 2000). This concern could make medical staff reluctant to prescribe pain medications. In addition, research suggests that medical staff view Black (vs. White) people as having greater pain tolerance. In a study by Staton and colleagues (2007), for instance, patients were asked to report how much pain they were experiencing, and physicians were asked to rate how much pain they thought the patients were experiencing. Physicians were more likely to underestimate the pain of Black patients (47%) relative to non-Black patients (33.5%). Since this
A seminal study, social psychologists have replicated this finding using experimental paradigms (Hollingshead, Meints, Miller, Robinson, & Hirsh, 2016; Mathur, Richeson, Paice, Muzyka, & Chiao, 2014; Trawalter, Hoffman, & Waytz, 2012; Wandner, Scipio, Hirsh, Torres, & Robinson, 2012). In one set of studies (Trawalter et al., 2012), participants were randomly assigned to rate the pain of a Black or White target person in various scenarios (“Jordan cuts himself with a sheet of paper”; “Jordan caught his finger in a car door”; “Jordan stapled his finger with an industrial stapler”). These studies have found that participants, including medical staff, perceive a Black (vs. White) target person as experiencing less pain. This experimental work is important because it isolates the target person’s race as a causal factor; it shows that participants are using race to make assumptions about someone’s pain. (In the work by Staton and colleagues, alternative explanations exist; for example, it could be that more awkward/negative patient-doctor interactions—and not patient race per se—led to distrust between Black patients and White doctors, and the discounting of Black patients’ pain.)

Of note, follow-up studies suggest that racial bias in pain perception may not be rooted in racial prejudice. Black participants also exhibit the racial bias; they too assume that Black people feel less pain than do White people (Hollingshead et al., 2016; Trawalter et al., 2012). And, racial prejudice does not seem to predict racial bias in pain perception; Whites who have negative racial attitudes are just as likely as Whites who have positive racial attitudes to assume that a Black target person feels less pain (Mathur et al., 2014; Trawalter et al., 2012). Rather, studies suggest that racial bias in pain perception is partly rooted in perceptions of hardship. In two experiments, adult participants received information about a Black and/or White target person’s life hardship. Importantly, hardship information was directly tied to socioeconomic and not physical hardship; that is, hardship was conveyed by social class. Then, participants were asked to rate the pain of the target person. Participants reported that the target individual would feel less pain if s/he had experienced greater hardship. Racial bias emerged, but only when hardship information was consistent with expectations about race and life hardship; that is, participants reported that the Black (vs. White) target individual would feel less pain only if s/he had experienced greater hardship (Hoffman & Trawalter, 2016, Experiments 1 & 2). In another experiment, participants reported that the Black (vs. White) target individual would feel less pain, but only if they endorsed the belief that hardship leads to toughness; in other words, if they endorsed the notion that “that which does not kill us makes us stronger” (Hoffman & Trawalter, 2016, Experiment 3).

The present work

Previous work on racial bias in pain perception has been informative but leaves open a number of questions:

First, previous work has not distinguished between perceptions of pain and perceptions of coping or dealing with that pain. Because participants have never been asked to distinguish between a target person’s initial pain experience and a target person’s ability to recover or “deal with” the pain subsequently, it is unclear what participants are reporting when asked “how much pain does this person feel?” It is feasible that they are reporting the latter; that is, the extent to which Black vs. White target persons can deal with the pain and recover. This is important for practical reasons, for designing interventions, but also for theoretical reasons. People’s beliefs about racial differences in initial pain likely reflect beliefs about racial differences in biology and physiology (see Hoffman, Trawalter, Axt, & Oliver, 2016); beliefs about racial differences in recovery pain may reflect not only beliefs about racial differences in biology and physiology, but also self-regulation and adherence to a treatment regimen.

Second, previous work has not shown whether trained medical staff with extensive experience show this racial bias in pain perception. Trawalter and colleagues documented the bias in a small sample of nurses and nursing students (Trawalter et al., 2012), and in another, larger sample of medical students and residents (Hoffman et al., 2016). Whether medical staff with more extensive
experience with treating patients (e.g., not earlier career medical staff)—and Black patients in particular—show this bias remains unclear.

In the present work, we fill these two gaps. We ask participants about (and therefore distinguish between) a target patient’s initial pain and their subsequent pain as they recover, and we recruited a large sample of experienced medical staff; specifically, NCAA Division 1 sport medical staff. The average respondent in our sample had worked in the field of athletic medicine for 11–12 years. Moreover, this is an intriguing population to study because they tend to have relatively high levels of contact with Black patients, and there are well-known ongoing national debates about inequities in college sports (e.g., Harper, Williams, & Blackman, 2013; Simon, 2005).

Third, previous work has not systematically examined how race interacts with gender and context; it has not taken an intersectional approach (e.g., by exploring how gender and race interact or how context may generate differential race effects). In the present work, we manipulate not only target race (Black vs. White) but target gender (male, female) and sport domain (basketball, soccer). We are then able to examine whether racial bias in perceptions of others’ pain disproportionately affects men or women, and whether context—in our case, sport domain—influences the bias. We consider gender based on previous work suggesting that gender and race intersect in important ways to produce inequity (e.g., Crenshaw, 1991; Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008). We also consider sport—basketball and soccer—given the racialized nature of sport domain: basketball is stereotypically Black but soccer is not. This is particularly true when it comes to college sports. Even objectively speaking, Blacks make up a majority of student-athletes in basketball while being a clear minority in soccer. NCAA data from 2014–15 show that 9.8% and 6.4% of Division 1 soccer players are Black males and Black females, respectively. For basketball, the analogous figures are 58.3% and 51.0% (NCAA, 2016). Manipulating the sport domain, in the context of college athletics, thus, allows us then to examine how respondents perceive Black and White athletes in stereotypically Black or non-stereotypically Black domains. If assumptions about Blacks generalize to “Black sports”—in this case, basketball—then it could be that White basketball players will be perceived as feeling less pain than White soccer players. Lastly, we examine two other potential sources of racial bias in pain management: perceptions that the patient (athlete) will abuse pain medications and perceptions that the patient (athlete) is over-reporting pain. By so doing, we are able to compare and contrast potential sources of racial bias in pain assessment and treatment.

Method

Participants

We identified the universe of publically available e-mails of NCAA Division 1 sport medical personnel via university Web sites. We then e-mailed potential respondents an invitation to participate in research in exchange for a $5 Amazon gift card. Of the 2,740 individuals successful contacted, we received 651 valid responses. Further details on our sampling approach, attrition, and random assignment checks appear in Supplementary Appendix A. We collected data in the spring of 2015. The sample we analyzed included 651 individual respondents. This sample (see Appendix C for precise demographic measures) was 48% male, 44% female (8% did not report gender), 80% White, 2% Black, 2% Asian, 3% Hispanic, 2% multiracial, and 2% other (9% did not report race/ethnicity). Seven percent of participants were between 18 and 24 years of age, 47% between 24 and 34, 29% between 35 and 50, 8% between 51 and 65, and less than 1% were over 65 years of age (9% did not report age). Twenty-one percent of participants were the director/head of their department and 14% were still students (76% of them had a Master’s degree). On average, participants had held their current position for 6–7 years and had, as mentioned, worked in athletic medicine for 11–12 years. In other words, on average, they were quite experienced. And indeed, they reported working with student-athletes on average over 50 hours a week (although the standard deviation was quite high; M = 50.41, SD = 62.16). Ideologically, participants ranged from very liberal to very conservative, with a very slight skew in the liberal direction ( M = 3.95 where 4 = moderate, SD = 1.37).
**Procedure**

Our procedure involved providing each respondent with a vignette that described a student-athlete who just underwent surgery for an ACL injury. We used an ACL injury because it is relatively common in the two sports on which we focus: basketball and soccer (Hootman, Dick, & Agel, 2007). We randomly assigned respondents to one of eight vignette conditions that varied (1) race (Black/White), (2) gender (male/female), and (3) sport (basketball/soccer). We followed prior work by varying race and gender by using demographically diagnostic names (e.g., Pager, 2007). The precise vignette presented to respondents read:

**NAME** is an NCAA Division 1 **SPORT** player on an athletic scholarship. He/she is a sophomore who in a pre-season practice, made a sharp cut and ruptured his/her anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) (grade 3). He/she just received surgery. It was the first serious injury that **NAME** had experienced. Next we will ask you various questions about your thoughts about the injury and recovery process. In answering these questions, try to think about the specific situation just described.

To create the eight possible conditions, **NAME** was a stereotypically Black male name, Black female name, White male name, or White female name, and **SPORT** was either basketball or soccer. For example, then, some respondents read about a Black male soccer player, others about a White female basketball player, and so on. Further details on the vignettes as well as how we determined descriptive names appear in Supplementary Appendix B.

After reading the randomly assigned vignette, we asked respondents to make various judgments; here, we focus on all judgments related to the target student-athlete’s pain experience (as well as questions respondents answered about their demographic and background characteristics). There were four main pain outcome variables: perception of initial injury pain, perception of recovery process pain, likelihood of over-reporting pain, and use of drugs to combat pain (asked in a standard order). Specifically, participants were asked, How painful do you think the initial ACL injury was for **NAME**? (1-Not painful, 4-Extremely painful), How painful do you think the recovery process would be for **NAME**? (1-Not painful, 4-Extremely painful), Overall, how likely is **NAME** to over-report (exaggerate) discomfort? (1-Not at all likely, 5-Extremely likely), Overall, how likely is **NAME** to abuse drugs (e.g., painkillers) including alcohol? (1-Not at all likely, 5-Extremely likely). Participants also answered one question about their perception of the target’s social class so we could explore the aforementioned mediational role of hardship—for us, operationalized as class. Specifically, the question asked was: If you were asked to use one of five names to describe what you think **NAME**’s social class is, which would you say: the lower class, the working class, the middle class, the upper middle class, or the upper class? (1-Lower class, 2-Working class, 3-Middle class, 4-Upper middle class, 5-Upper class).

We included items to capture racial attitudes and experiences, since they may moderate race bias in pain perceptions. Respondents answered four questions from the Symbolic Racism Scale (Henry & Sears, 2002); from these items, we created a composite for racial attitudes (prejudice) by averaging the 4 items, reverse-coding when appropriate ($\alpha = .68$). On this 5-point scale; the average respondent scored a 3.14 (where 3 = neither disagree nor agree with statements reflecting symbolic racism, $SD = .72$). Further, respondents reported the percent time working with Black and White male and female athletes (we did not cap the total percentages to 100% and thus many respondents exceed 100%). On average, they spent 36% of their time working with White male athletes, 30% of their time working with Black male athletes, 40% of their time working with White female athletes, and 18% of their time working with Black female athletes. Finally, they answered the previously described demographic and background questions. Wordings for all items appear in Supplementary Appendix C.

**Results**

**Sensitivity analysis**

Given our recruiting and sampling approach, we aimed to collect data from as many medical staff as possible. We thus did not compute an *a priori* power analysis. Nonetheless, we present here a
sensitivity analysis; that is, the smallest effect size we can detect given our achieved sample size. For main effects (e.g., racial bias, gender bias), we can detect effects larger than \( f = .11, \eta^2 = .012 \). For the full three-way interaction, we can detect effects larger than \( f = .15, \eta^2 = .022 \). We have the power to detect small main effects and small-to-medium interaction effects, in other words.

**Primary analyses**

We conducted a 2 (target race: Black vs. White) × 2 (target gender: male vs. female) × 2 (target sport: basketball vs. soccer) general linear model (GLM) on each of our four pain variables: initial pain ratings, recovery pain ratings, over-reporting of pain, and drug abuse. For initial pain ratings and recovery pain ratings, we also controlled for participants’ ratings of the pain they would experience if they had been injured, consistent with previous work (see Supplementary Appendix C for question wording) (Hoffman & Trawalter, 2016; Trawalter et al., 2012). Results hold when not controlling for self-ratings. In addition, results hold when controlling for participant demographics (e.g., race/ethnicity, gender, age). Degrees of freedom differ slightly between analyses due to missing data.

**Initial pain ratings**

Results revealed a main effect of target sport, \( F(1, 631) = 9.80, p = .002, \eta^2 = .015 \), reflecting the fact that participants believed that basketball players would experience less pain than soccer players. There was also a main effect of target race, \( F(1, 631) = 7.44, p = .007, \eta^2 = .012 \), reflecting the fact that participants believed that Black athletes would experience less pain than White athletes. There were no other main effects or interactions, all \( F_s \leq 2.52 \), all \( p_s \geq .113 \). See Table 1 Panel A for all raw cell means and standard deviations.

**Recovery pain ratings**

Results revealed no significant effects of target race, gender, and/or sport, and no interactions, all \( F_s \leq 1.74 \), all \( p_s \geq .187 \). See Table 1 Panel B for all raw cell means and standard deviations.

**Over-reporting pain**

Results revealed no significant effects of target race, gender, and/or sport and no interactions, all \( F_s \leq 2.49 \), all \( p_s \geq .115 \). See Table 1 Panel C for all raw cell means and standard deviations.

**Drug abuse**

Results revealed no significant effects of target race, gender, and/or sport and no interactions, all \( F_s \leq .90 \), all \( p_s \geq .342 \). See Table 1 Panel D for all raw cell means and standard deviations.

**Secondary analyses: mediation**

As mentioned, previous work suggests biased pain assessments are rooted in perceptions of hardship or class (e.g., Hoffman & Trawalter, 2016). Following that work, we tested whether perceived target status (i.e., our measure of the target’s social class) mediated the relationship between target race, sport, and initial pain ratings using a bootstrapping analysis using the PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2013). To conduct the bootstrapping analysis, we drew 10,000 random samples with replacement to estimate the size of the indirect effect of target race on initial pain ratings through perceived social class. The bootstrap analysis yielded a 95% confidence interval that did not include 0 \( (95\% \text{ CI } [.003, .022], p = .013) \), suggesting that perceived social class (i.e., status) mediated the relationship between target race and initial pain ratings.

A similar bootstrap analysis revealed that perceived social class also mediated the effects of target sport on initial pain ratings \( (95\% \text{ CI } [.006, .035], p = .005) \). In other words, it seems that participants assumed that Black athletes and basketball players (who are disproportionately Black) feel less pain
than do White athletes and soccer players (who are disproportionately White) because they assume that Black athletes and basketball players have lower socioeconomic status.

**Secondary analyses: moderation**

We tested whether racial attitudes and/or contact moderated the effects of target sport and target race on initial pain ratings. This allows us to see whether racial bias in perception of the target’s initial pain is driven primarily by individuals high in prejudice and/or low on contact. For prejudice, we used the aforementioned symbolic racism scale. We operationalized contact using the previously described contact items, focusing on the amount of contact participants had with the relevant target population in their work (e.g., for those in the Black male target condition, we used the % time working with Black male student-athletes as the measure, etc.). Results are similar using a relative contact score (i.e., subtracting amount of contact with Black athletes from the amount of contact with White athletes). We reran the primary analyses with racial attitudes and contact in the model, allowing for main effects and interactions. Of note, racial attitudes and contact were not correlated, $r = .02, p = .833$, perhaps because we measured general racial attitudes toward Blacks and contact with Black versus White male and female athletes, more specifically.

**Racial attitudes**

When introducing racial attitudes to the model, results revealed a marginal effect of target race, $F(1, 527) = 3.37, p = .067, \eta^2 = .006$, a three-way interaction between target race, target gender, and sport domain, $F(1, 527) = 4.22, p = .041, \eta^2 = .008$, qualified by the four-way interaction between target
race, target gender, sport domain, and racial attitudes, $F(1, 527) = 3.67, p = .056, \eta^2 = .007$. This marginally significant four-way interaction was driven by participants in the Black male soccer condition and White male soccer condition. In the Black male soccer condition, more negative racial attitudes were associated with higher initial pain ratings, $F(1, 80) = 4.17, p = .045, \eta^2 = .050$. In the White male soccer condition, more negative racial attitudes were marginally associated with lower initial pain ratings, $F(1, 64) = 3.80, p = .056, \eta^2 = .056$. Notably, the direction of these results run counter to the idea that prejudice underlies pain judgments, consistent with previous work. Racial attitudes did not predict pain ratings for any other target group, all $Fs \leq 1.05$, all $ps \geq .312$. All other main effects and interactions were not significant, all $Fs \leq 1.71$, all $ps \geq .191$.

**Contact**

There was no main effect of contact, $F(1, 525) = .18, p = .670$, and no significant interactions of target race, gender, and/or sport with contact, all $Fs \leq 1.42$, all $ps \geq .233$.

**General discussion**

The present study replicates previous work, showing a racial bias in pain perception whereby people—here, college athletic medical staff—assume Blacks feel less pain than do Whites. It also replicates previous work showing that this bias is mediated by socioeconomic status; people seem to assume that Blacks feel less pain but only if and when they assume Blacks have lower socioeconomic status (Hoffman & Trawalter, 2016). In addition, it extends previous work in four important ways:

First, the present work clarifies previous work. Previous work had not distinguished between perceptions of pain and perceptions of coping with or recovering from that pain. In the present work, we asked participants about (and therefore distinguished between) a target patient’s initial pain and subsequent pain. Our findings suggest that bias in pain perception is about perceptions of initial pain and not recovery pain; in other words, it appears people assume that Blacks feel less pain, not that they cope with their pain and recovery better. This suggests that interventions should challenge people’s beliefs that Black people feel less pain per se.

Second, previous work had not shown whether trained medical staff with extensive experience show racial bias in pain perception. Previous work documented the bias in a small sample of nurses and nursing students, and in another, larger sample of medical students and residents (Hoffman et al., 2016; Trawalter et al., 2012). In the present work, we studied a large sample of NCAA Division 1 sport medical staff—medical staff with extensive experience and experience with Black patients. Our findings suggest that, at least relative to other populations, this population may be relatively unbiased (see also Druckman, Trawalter, & Montes, N.d.). Our results revealed only a small bias in perceptions of initial pain ($\eta^2 = .012$). On the one hand, these are comforting results in light of research showing widespread racial bias among other medically trained populations (Anderson et al., 2009; Bonham, 2001; Hampton et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2015). On the other hand, even small effects can have a large impact across populations and time.

Third, previous work had not systematically examined how race interacts with gender and context. In the present work, we manipulated not only target race (Black vs. White) but target gender (male, female) and sport domain (basketball, soccer). Interestingly, we did not find evidence of intersectionality. Target race, target gender, and sport domain did not interact. We did find that sport domain mattered, however. Participants assumed that basketball players (who are disproportionately Black) feel less pain than do soccer players (who are disproportionately White). This effect, like the target race effect, was mediated by perceptions of social class. In other words, participants assumed that basketball players feel less pain than do soccer players because they assumed basketball players have lower socioeconomic status—presumably, more hardship and less privilege (see Hoffman & Trawalter, 2016). The implication is that sport may carry the same racial stereotypes.
as its most represented players and imputes a class attribution. This has practical implications insofar as practitioners should be conscious of potential sport bias in treatment.5

Lastly, we examined two other possible racial biases in pain management: perceptions that the patient (athlete) will abuse pain medications and perceptions that the patient (athlete) is over-reporting pain. We were thus able to examine the extent to which racial bias in pain perception might matter relative to other plausible biases. Again, our findings suggest that this population of medical staff is relatively unbiased. Not only did they show just a small, albeit reliable, racial bias in perceptions of pain, they showed no evidence of bias in perceptions of pain during recovery, probability of drug abuse, or over-reporting pain.

Limitations of this work provide fruitful avenues for future research. The present work used hypothetical vignettes. Future work might corroborate these findings with real-world, non-hypothetical data or archival data, for instance. It would be interesting to see whether Black athletes get shorter recovery times for injuries relative to their White counterparts suffering from similar injuries. That our results reveal differences only on initial injury pain perceptions may mean one would find no differences in documented recovery times, but regardless, real-world data would nicely complement our hypothetical vignettes as well as prior work using such data (e.g., Trawalter et al., 2012). Future work will also need to develop and test interventions. In time, such work could help reduce disparities in college athletics and serve as a model for reducing disparities beyond college athletics. Finally, future work can build on our approach by incorporating other injuries, sports, racial groups and populations.

In sum, the present work suggests that medical staff perceive Black athletes as feeling less pain than do White athletes. They also perceive basketball players as feeling less pain than soccer player. We further found that perceptions of socioeconomic status can explain these biases in perceptions of pain in this population, similar to lay populations (Hoffman & Trawalter, 2016). This finding might serve as a starting place for thinking about interventions—interventions grounded in recognizing that social class and the hardship it conveys do not make one impervious to physical pain.

Notes

1. All materials necessary to reproduce this experiment are provided in the Supplemental Appendices online and at Harvard Dataverse: doi:10.7910/DVN/ETM4LW.

2. All data and codes necessary to reproduce our analyses are available at Harvard Dataverse: doi:10.7910/DVN/ETM4LW.

3. Since we control for how much pain the respondent believes the injury would cause him or her, the model for the two pain perceptions ratings is an ANCOVA. For the other two outcomes, the model is an ANOVA.

4. For clarity, in presenting all the results, we do not report details on every main effect, or 2- and 3-way interactions, but instead we report the significant effects and a summary of the non-significant effects.

5. Data suggest injury rates among soccer and basketball players are similar (although women soccer players are injured more). Generally then, there is no reason to suspect basketball players have lower tolerance due to fewer injury experiences (see Roos et al., 2017; Zuckerman et al., N.d.).
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